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Innovative Hofmann Products on Display at 

2022 VISION Hi-Tech Training & Expo 
 
Conway, AR – Feb. 28, 2022 – Hofmann® productivity-enhancing products will be on display and 
available for demonstration during the upcoming VISION Hi-Tech Training & Expo held March 3-6 at 
the Overland Park Convention Center in Overland Park, Kansas. 
 
“The VISION Hi-Tech Expo provides an ideal opportunity to showcase industry-leading Hofmann 
wheel service products and let the service professionals in attendance have an opportunity to 
experience onsite demonstrations,” said Jordan Krebs, product manager-alignment and ADAS, 
Americas, for Hofmann. “We encourage all expo attendees to visit with us at VISION to see how 
Hofmann can help them grow their wheel service businesses.” 
 
The new Hofmann geoliner® 609 wheel alignment system will be featured at the Hofmann booth 
(#627-629). Versatile and requiring minimal space, the geoliner 609 is pre-assembled for one-person 
installation to get started. It integrates the same core system features of the Hofmann advanced 3D 
imaging alignment systems within a compact, economical design. 
 
The Hofmann geoliner 770 mobile imaging wheel aligner will also be available for demonstrations. 
Ideal for high-volume shops that specialize in alignments and wheel service, the geoliner 770 delivers 
sophistication in a compact footprint. It is designed to fit where shops need it and is mobile enough to 
move anywhere in the service bay. 
 
In addition to the Hofmann equipment on display at VISION, Challenger Lifts and Pro-Cut™ Brake 
Solutions will also have their innovative equipment on display at the Snap-on® booth.  
 
For information about the 2022 VISION Hi-Tech Training & Expo, visit https://www.visionkc.com/. 
Customers can learn more about Hofmann wheel service products, by calling 800-251-4500 or visiting 
www.hofmann-equipment.com.  
 
About Hofmann 
For more than 85 years, Hofmann® has been a world leading innovator of automotive undercar 
service equipment solutions and is one of the many brands that Snap-on offers repair shop owners 
and managers. Snap-on Incorporated is a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of 
tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users 
performing critical tasks. Products are sold through the company's franchisee, company-direct, 
distributor and Internet channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on Incorporated is a $4.25 billion, S&P 500 
company headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. 
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